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This invention relates to improvements in so-called 
self-cleaning dining tables for household, or restaurant 
use. 1 

The primary object of this invention is to provide a 
time and labor saving dining table having a top with 
indented well-like food containing dishes from which a 
number of persons may feed respectively and which are 
each constructed and arranged to contain different foods 
separated from each other, the table having hidden self 
contained washing means for washing and cleaning the 
receptacles and means for draining and disposing of the 
wash-water and waste materials or garbage, all to the end 
that setting the table with dishes and clearing the table 
of dishes after meals and disposal of garbage at places 
remote from the table, may be conveniently obviated. 

Another object is to provide a table for the above 
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purposes, in which the table top is invertable for use up- ’ 
sidedown for purposes other than dining, and for wash 
ing of the receptacles as well as all dirtied surfaces of 
the table top. 

Still another object is to provide a table according to 
the foregoing which is comparatively inexpensive to manu 
facture, durable, and sanitary. 

These together with other objects and advantages which 
will become subsequently apparent reside in the details 
of construction and operation as more fully hereinafter 
described, and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of the table in a pre 

ferred embodiment thereof; ’ 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged view in vertical longitudinal 

section, partly broken away, and taken on the line 2-2 
of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged fragmentary view in vertical 

cross-section, partly broken away, and taken on the line 
3-—3 of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 4 is a plan view on a smaller scale of a spray 

frame forming part of the washing means, and 
FIGURE 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view in cross 

section showing the top inverted. 
Brie?y summarized, the unique self-contained table, 

equipped, of course, with suitable plumbing facilities, com 
prises: a relatively large trapping pan opening upwardly, 
provided with a marginal upstanding rim and a dished 
hopper‘type bottom having a discharge opening, a self 
contained water and Waste material disposal device se-' 
cured to said bottom and communicating in ?uid-tight 
cooperating association with said discharge opening, 
portable support means for and connected with said 
pan, wash-water supply vand distributing means remov 
ably and accessibly supported in the receptacle portion 
of the pan and insertable and removable by way of the 
open top of the pan, said means being adapted toforcibly 
spray a multiplicity of jets of water in a manner to per 
form its intended washing job, and a bodily invertible 
cover completely spanning and lidding over said pan, said 
cover providing a suitable table top and having a rim 
cooperating with the rim of said pan, being imperforate 
and having a plurality of suitably distributed well-like 
epressions providing individual food containing “dishes,” 

the latter and top surface of said cover being normally 
up for accessible use but capable of being turned upside 
down in line with the pan for cleaning and washing by 
bodily inverting the cover and subjecting its top surface 
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to the action of said water jets, and means connecting 
said cover to the rim of said pan. 

Referring to the drawings by numerals, the table of 
this invention, and which is designated generally by the 
numeral 1 comprises a top supporting rectangular bot 
tom pan 3 having sides 5 and ends ‘7, and a hopper bot 
tom 9 sloping downwardly from the sides 5 and ends 7 
to a central discharge opening 10 vertically aligned with 
a conventional garbage disposal unit 11 bolted, as at 
13 to said bottom 9 with a sealing gasket 17 between said 
unit and bottom 9, said unit communicating with the 
opening, or aperture, 10. The sides 5 and ends 7 depend 
below the bottom 9 of the pan 3 and form a rectangular 
reinforcing skirt 8 on the pan 3. 

Corner supporting legs w are attached to the pan 3, 
being preferably formed integrally therewith, and the 
garbage disposal unit 11 depends from said bottom 9 
for connection in any desired manner, not shown, to a 
house source of water under pressure, not shown. The 
pan 3 includes an outwardly extending horizontal rim 
?ange 21 surrounding the pan. 
The top, designated generally by the numeral 23 is 

rectangular, like the pan 3 and comprises a plate 24 
which has an upwardly o?set ?at faced head 27 surround 
ing the same and in turn surrounded by a channeled de 
pending, flat bottom flange 29 with the channel facing 
inwardly of the top 23 and which seats ?at on the flange 
21 and includes ends 26. The bead 27 accordingly forms 
a table top retaining means for con?ning all matter litter 
ing the table top when in use and to further form a wash 
ing chamber seal when the table top is inverted as will 
hereafter be described. Also, preferably rectangular food 
receptacles are pressed out of the plate 25 and which are 
cross-ribbed, as at 28 and form compartmented dished 
food receptacles in which diiferent foods may be placed‘ 
in separated relation. As will be seen, the top 23 closes 
the top of the pan 3 and forms therewith a closed cham 
ber 3t) and projects outwardly of the sides 5 and ends 
7 of the pan so that the top may be grasped at its edges 
by hands inserted under the top, for a purpose presently 
seen. 
Washing means is provided in the chamber 30, which 

is to say in the pan '5, comprising a rectangular open 
spray frame 31 of piping and which embodies cross-pipes 
33, said frame and pipes being provided with upwardly 
opening spray discharge nipples 35 thereon. The frame 
31 is removably seated on upstanding bosses 37 on the 
bottom 9 of the pan 3. At one corner thereof the spray 
frame 31 has depending therefrom, as shown in dotted 
lines in Fl‘GURE 1, a valve water inlet pipe 39 for con 
nection in any suitable manner, not shown, to a house 
Water supply system, not shown, whereby water under 
pressure may be introduced at will into the spray frame 
31 to discharge upwardly from said frame 31 out of the' 
nipples 35. From FIGURE 1, it will be obvious that the 
spray frame 31 may be removed from the pan 3 after re 
moval of the valve knob and the inlet valve in the inlet 
pipe 39, which is otherwise locked to a leg 19. Removal 
of the frame 31 is of course effected by lifting it upwardly 
from the pan 3. 
As will be seen, the receptacles 25 are spaced apart 

around the top 23 adjacent the edges of said top to pro 
vide for preferably, although not necessarily, six places 
for persons to dine at the table 1. 
Means is provided for mounting the top 23 on the pan 

3 so that the top 23 can be inverted from right side up 
position to upsidedown position for cleaning in the latter 
position and for use of its bottom face as a tray for any 
desired purpose. This means comprises a pair of hori 
zontal longitudinal slots 41 in the skirt 3 at the ends 7 

I of the pan 3, which is to say'the ends of the table, and 
a pair of links 43 terminally pivoted at one end, as at 
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45 to the ends 26 of the top 23 adjacent corresponding 
corners of said top, and terminally pivoted at their other 
ends, as by bolts 47 slidable in the slots 41 longitudinally 
thereof from side-to-side of the pan 3. 
The links 43 are longer than the distance from the 

pivots 45 to the top 23 and the pivots 45 in the slots 41 
so that by pull on the top 23, said links 43 may be swung 
upwardly on the bolts 47 to permit the top to be swung 
upwardly, as shown in dash lines in FIGURE 3, and then 
inverted into upsidedown position and pushed to slide links 
43 from one side of the table 1 to the other as shown 
in dot dash lines in FIGURE 3, after which the top 23 
may be lowered in inverted upsidedown position with the 
head 27 seating on the ?ange 21 as shown in full lines 
in FIGURE 5 to form thereby a sealed washing chamber 
con?ning the washing sprays to all littered surfaces which 
will be completely exposed to the washing sprays. Ob 
viously, by reversing the described operation for invert 
ing the top 23, it may be positioned right side up, or in 
other words in normal position. 
The use and operation of the invention will be readily 

understood. After a meal, or the like, the top 23 may 
be inverted into upsidedown position, in the manner de 
scribed, and this will invert the receptacles 25 to open 
downwardly into the chamber 3t} to dump the contents 
of the receptacles, or garbage, into said chamber 30. Then 
water under pressure may be introduced into the spray 
pipes through the inlet pipe or nipple 39 to thereby wash 
out the receptacles 25 as well as the undersurface of the 
top 23 and thereby wash the garbage into the disposal 
unit 11 for disposal thereby in the usual manner. The 
spray frame 31 may be readily removed for cleaning to 
maintain the same sanitary, and then replaced. Also the 
top 7.3 may be swung upwardly on the links 43 for access 
to the pan 3 for scouring the same. It will be noted that 
the links 43 are bent intermediate their ends to ?t under 
the ?ange 29 and the ?ange 21. 
The direction in which the top 23 may be swung up 

wardly and slid or moved to invert the same is indicated 
by the arrows in FIGURE 3. 
From the foregoing, the construction and operation 

of the device will be readily understood and further ex 
planation is believed to be unnecessary. However, since 
numerous modi?cations and changes will readily occur 
to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the 
invention to the exact construction shown and described, 
and accordingly all suitable modi?cations and equivalents 
may be resorted to, falling Within the scope of the inven 
tion as claimed. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. A utensil-equipped table with self-contained wash 

ing and cleaning facilities comprising a material trapping, 
washing and disposal pan having a marginal rim pro 
vided with an outturned ?ange, ends and a hopper-bottom, 
the latter provided with a central discharge aperture, legs 
supporting said pan, an imperforate rigid top bodily in 
vertible from a right side up serving and eating position 
into an upside-down material dumping and washing posi 
tion and seating on said rim ?ange in either position, said 
top having dished eating receptacles opening upwardly 
when said top is right side up to contain foods, and open 
ing downwardly when the top is upside-down to discharge 
food left in the receptacles into said pan, washing means 
in said pan for washing out the downwardly opening re 
ceptacles and all surfaces of the imperforate top when 
resting in said washing position comprising upwardly dis 
charging spray pipes, means for connecting said spray 
pipes to a source of liquid under pressure, means slid 
ably and pivotally linking said top to the ends of the pan 
for swinging and sliding said top relative to the ends of 
the pan to invert said top, and a garbage disposal unit 
suspended from said bottom in communication with said 
aperture. 

2. The combination of claim 1, wherein said washing 
means includes a frame embodying said apertured pipes 
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and said connecting means for the spray pipes includes 
a depending valved inlet nipple for connection to said 
source of liquid under pressure. 

3. The combination of claim 1, said pan having ends 
and sides, said linking means comprising a pair of links 
terminally pivoted to the ends of the top and to the ends 
of the pan, the rim of said pan having horizontal slots in 
which the pivots of the links to the ends of the pan are 
siidable from side to side of the pan. 

4. A dining table having concealed self-contained wash 
ing, wash~water, material drainage, and cooperable plumb 
ing facilities comprising; an elongated trapping pan open 
ing upwardly, provided with a marginal upstanding rim 
and a dished hopper-type bottom having a discharge open 
ing, a self-contained water and waste material disposal 
device secured to said bottom and communicating in ?uid 
tight cooperating association with said discharge open 
ing, support means for and connected with said pan, wash 
water distributing means removably and accessibly sup 
ported in the receptacle portion of the pan and insertable 
and removable by way of the open top of the pan, said 
distributing means being adapted to forcibly spray a multi 
plicity of jets of water in a manner to perform its intended 
washing job, and a rigid bodily invertible cover completely 
spanning and lidding over said pan, said cover providing 
a suitable table top and having a retaining rim cooperat 
ing with the rim of said pan when the cover is in inverted 
position for sealing purposes, said cover being imper 
forate and having a plurality of suitably distributed well 
like depressions providing individual receptacles adapted 
to contain food, the latter and top surface of said cover 
being normally up for accessible use but capable of being 
turned upside-down in line with the pan for cleaning and 
washing by bodily inverting the cover and subjecting its 
top surface to the action of said water jets, when the cover 
is resting in the inverted position, and means connecting 
said cover to the rim of said pan. 

5. The structure de?ned in claim 4, and wherein the 
rim of the pan has an outstanding ?ange providing a 
ledge, the rim of said cover being of channel-shaped form 
and the bottom ?ange of the channel resting ?rmly atop 
said ledge-?ange. 

6. The structure de?ned in claim 4, and wherein the 
rim of the pan has an outstanding ?ange providing a ledge, 
the rim of said cover being of channel-shaped form and 
the bottom flange of the channel resting ?rmly atop said 
ledge-?ange, that portion of the cover inwardly of said 
rim having a struck-up endless bead functioning to de?ne 
and provide a large tray. 

7. The structure de?ned in claim 4, and wherein the rim 
of the pan has an outstanding ?ange providing a ledge, 
the rim of said cover being of channel-shaped form 
and the bottom ?ange of the channel resting ?rmly atop 
said ledge-?ange, said disposal device being suspended 
from and located accessibly for repairs beneath said bot 
tom. 

8. The structure de?ned in claim 7, and wherein said 
wash-water and distributing means comprises an open 
work grid-like frame unit composed of communicatively 
connected perforated pipes, the frame of said unit being 
perched on upstanding lugs rising from marginal portions 
of the top of said pan. 

9. The structure de?ned in claim 4, and wherein the rim 
of the pan has an outstanding ?ange providing a ledge, the 
rim of said cover being of channel-shaped form and the 
bottom ?ange of the channel resting ?rmly atop said ledge 
?ange, and said connecting means comprising a pair of 
links terminally pivoted at the upper ends to the rim of 
the cover, the lower ends of said links being pivoted to 
end portions of the rim of the pan and slidingly operable 
in elongated keying sizots provided therefor in said end 
portions. 

10. A dining table having concealed self-contained 
washing, wash-water, material drainage, and cooperating 
plumbing facilities comprising an elongated trapping pan 
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opening upwardly, provided with a marginal upstanding 
rim and a dished hopper-type bottom having a centralized 
discharge opening, a self-contained water and waste dis 
posal unit operatively and communicatively suspended 
from the bottom of said pan and communicating in ?uid 
tight relationship with said discharge opening, support 
means for said pan, a rigid bodily invertible cover com 
pletely spanning and covering over the open top of said 
pan‘, said cover being imperforate and provided with a 
plurality of individual depressions de?ning receptacles 
adapted to contain food, said cover in conjunction with 
said pan providing an enclosure, means operatively mount 
ed within the pan for supplying jets of water for washing 
the top surface of the cover and the receptacles embodied 
in said cover, said cover having a rim cooperating with 
the rim of said pan, the rim of said pan being provided at 
the end portions with elongated keying slots, and hinging 
and connecting links having their lower ends pivotally and 
slidingly keyed in the slots and having their upper ends 
pivotally connected to end portions of the cover adjacent 
one longitudinal edge portion of the cover permitting 
the cover to be swung up to an open position, inverted 
and then swung down to a closed position with the top 
surface of the cover facing into said enclosure for wash 
ing and cleaning purposes while the cover is resting in 
the inverted position. 

11. A table construction comprising, supported pan 
means, washing and disposal means operatively mounted 
in the pan means, invertable rigid top means movably 
mounted by the pan means for movement between an 
eating position and inverted washing position above the 
pan means, retaining means disposed on the top means 
de?ning an eating area when the top means is in an eating 
position and cooperating with the pan means when resting 
in an inverted washing position to form a sealed washing 
chamber for completely washing all surfaces of said eat 
ing area. 

12. The combination of claim 11 wherein said eating 
area includes a plurality of integrally formed food re 
ceiving recesses. 

13. A table construction comprising, horizontally sup 
ported chamber means, invertible rigid top means mov 
ably mounted by the chamber means for movement be 
tween a food supporting position and a surface cleaning 
position, continuous sealing means peripherally mounted 
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on the chamber means and invertible top means for ?uid 
tight sealing of said chamber means by the top means 
in the surface cleaning position, recessed irnperforate sur 
face means formed on one side of the top means for ex 
posure within the chamber means when said top means 
is in the surface cleaning position and surface washing 
means operatively mounted within said chamber means 
for washing said entire one side of the top means while 
resting in said surface cleaning position. _ 

14. The combination of claim 13 wherein said wash— 
ing means includes spray rinse means removably mount 
ed within the chamber means and centrally disposed means 
operatively connected to the chamber means for receiving 
drainage and waste material. 

15. A serving table, comprising; a rigid serving surface 
being imperforate throughout; a supporting frame on 
which said serving surface is removably positioned in a 
serving position; a cleaning compartment communicating 
with said serving surface when disposed in a cleaning posi~ 
tion and being sealingly closed thereby; surface inverting 
means operatively connecting said serving surface to the 
supporting frame to alternatively position the serving sur 
face in said serving position and said cleaning position ex 
posed in sealing relation to the cleaning compartment; 
cleansing apparatus disposed in said cleaning compart 
ment and cleaning said entire serving surface at one time 
upon positioning thereof in said cleaning position; said 
serving surface having surface depressions therein cleaned 
by said cleansing apparatus when the serving surface is 
resting in said cleaning poistion in covering relation to 
the cleaning compartment. 
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